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degree
the
is still
Ph.D.
the degree
still the
is still
degree is
Ph.D.
the
level,
ionaliz
ble measure
only
acceptable
measure
of professionalization.
The
Ph.D.ation.
degree The Ph.D. degree
only
generally
acceptable
measure
of profess
professionalization.
of
ly accepta
general
onlygenerally

profess
and other
assures
the academic
administrator
andtrator
other professionals
one ionals that one
assures
both
the academi
academic
administrator
otherthat
professionals
c adminis
the
both
assuresboth
n educati
has
into
the
American
educational
system.onal
For ansystem.
has been
beenaccepted
accepted
into
the America
American
educational
system. For an
the
d into
accepte
been
has

administrator
who iswho
unfamiliar
with theiar
statewith
of Chinese
teaching,
teaching, the
administrator
is unfamil
unfamiliar
the
ofthe
Chinese teaching,
state
the state
administrator
Ph.D.
degree
offers some
assurance
that
is dealing
withdealing
a person who
Ph.D.
offers
some
assurance
he is
is
dealing
person who
who
with a person
he
Ph.D. degree
that
cehethat
assuran
has
mademade
his peace
the American
academic
system.
This cis system.
his
has
atleast
least
made
his with
peace
with the
the
American
academic
system. This is
n academi
America
least
has atat
with
peace
appointment
particularly
important
when nt
onewhen
realizes
thatrealizes
for any senior
appointment
particularly
important
one
for any senior appointment
s that
importa
realize
one
particularly
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an administrator
is selecting
selecting aa colleague.
colleague. He
who
administrator is
selecting a person who
is selecting
He is
valification to
has the professional
a
personal valification
professional and personal
direct a
has
and direct
develop and
to develop

program of
of language
language studies;
studies;
program

someone
colleagues
together with colleagues
work together
can work
who can
someone who

in other departments and disciplines; someone
to help develop a coordinatd
someone to
who
program
interdisciplinary cooperation; but also someone
someone who
requires interdisciplinary
that requires
program that
is a colleague.
colleague.
Some few institutions that
do
fully
not see expansion, and fully
do not

have
have very
programs for which they
limited programs
very limited
staffed
staffed programs,
may not see the need for
programs, may

aa language
teacher to help direct the research work of advanced graduate
language teacher
students.
accomodate experienced
sometimes accomodate
students. These
institutions sometimes
language
These institutions
experienced language
teachers
rarely full
but rarely
teachers with long service by according them full status,
status, but
responsibility.
such as
he expected to
can he
responsibility. Special
arrangements such
these can
as these
Special arrangements
cushion
language teachers;
of language
cushion some of the effect of the shortage of
teachers; certainly
this is often a more appropriate solution than the
the appointment
appointment of
someone
of someone
institutional
with
Ph.D. in a discipline that is irrelevant to the institutional
a Ph.D.
with a
specializations.
specializations.

Teacher Development
The
specific skills required in the teaching of Chinese language
The specific
(Chinese-as-a-foreign-language), are
to
to non-native speakers of Chinese (Chinese-as-a-foreign-language),
are

rarely
formally, as they are in the
the U.S.
U.S. in
in preparing
preparing teachers of
taught formally,
rarely taught
taught European
European languages.
languages. The
the commonly taught
requirements for the basic
The requirements
language-teaching
substantially the same at all levels; the
language-teaching skills are substantially
high
school, junior
junior college,
college, and
and university.
university. These
skills are not taught
high school,
These skills
in
recently there
have
teachers for college teaching, although recently
there have
preparing teachers
in preparing
been,
some short
short
NDEA
slimmer
institutesfor
for the
the training
training of
short NDEA
NDEA summer
summer institutes
institutes
for
the
training
of high
high school
school
been some
teachers.
teachers.
Indeed,
or
Indeed, in many smaller institutions and 'Chinese Studies' or
expectation that
the expectation
often the
'Chinese
is often
Chinese Area'
there is
'
programs, there
Area' programs,
that
'Chinese

someone who

is
multi-competent: The result is that
Chinese' is necessarily multi-competent:
'in Chinese'
is 'in
courses,
language
are frequently assigned to teach 'Chinese Area' courses,
teachers are
language teachers
.
--- even
even Oriental
Oriental Civilization
Civilization.
or
on Chinese
Chinese Civilization
Civilization --courses on
survey courses
or survey
, individuals
At
institutions,
individuals who
who
the same time, sometimes even in larger institutions
At the

are
inclination Historians, Political Scientists, Art
training or inclination
by training
are by
Historians,
often are pressed into service as language
Sociologists often
and Sociologists
Historians, and
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teachers. In
be regarded as ridiculous
teachers.
would be
this would
fields this
other fields
most other
In most

pretension
for all
all but
but aa gifted
gifted few.
few. In
pretension for
commonplace.
still a commonplace.
is still
it is
Chinese it
In Chinese
new tactical
tactical teaching
We do not yet have any serious investment in new

techniques
offer any
any hope
hope that
that we
we
techniques or strategic modes of teaching that will offer
more efficient teachers
are likely to become
become more
teachers of
of the
the average
average student,
student, nor
many of
of the
the sciences
sciences for
for
do we have any sure-fire way of competing with many
brilliant student
student who
who chooses
chooses the
the
offers to the brilliant
the
rewards our society offers
the rewards

sciences for his
his career.
career.
career. Our
Our
teaching
technl.ques
are very
very much
much the
the same
much
techaques are
same
teaching techniques
Our teaching
as
the last twenty years (except for
for some
some notable
notable
they have been for the
as they
texts we use), but we are becoming
more
improvements in the texts
becoming more
more and
and more
we are
in the
the same
same old
old way.
way.
aware that we
are teaching
teaching in
We need to plan to develop two different kinds of teachers, the
native Chinese.
Chinese.
native American, and the native
There are obvious problems for anyone who joins the American
There
educational
previous contact
contact with
with it,
it, as
as is
is the
the
educational system without previous
most
in
Assistants and Teaching Assistants in Chinese in
Graduate Assistants
most Graduate

case with
American
American

Universities,
Universities,
In
In these days of the expansion of Chinese language programs in the
are native
native Chinese;
Chinese; many
many are new to
U.S., most new teachers of Chinese are
school
this country and to the teaching methods used in the American school
intended
systems.
systems For
received has been intended
have received
they have
that they
education that
the education
most, the
For most,

to fit them for life in their own country rather than life in a foreign
Chinese teachers
teachers
country.
country. This
more marked for Chinese
is more
training is
in training
difference in
This difference
other group
group of
of foreign
foreign language
languageteachers.
teachers. Many potential
than for any other
foreign
language
teachers.

teachers lack the English proficiency necessary
necessary to maintain communication
with students,
students, colleagues,
colleagues, and
and administrators.
administrators. China
geographically,
China is geographically,
ethnically, and soci_lly much farther away from the 'Average American'
American' than
than
the
familiar Western European who shares the cultural heritage of Greece,
the familiar
European
the European
Rome, and
and the
the Roman
Roman Orient.
Orient. The
with the
difference with
real difference
only real
The only

is that he speaks
speaks aa different
different language.
language. His
presuppositions are
cultural presuppositions
His cultural
much the same.
same.

Some of the needs of both the nati7e
native Chinese and native American
somedifferent.
different. Both
teachers of
of Chinese
Chinese are
are the
the same,
same, and
and some
training
need training
Both need

in
the use
use of
of
development of modern, programmed teaching materials and the
the development
in the
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d practiceteaching
controlled
practice-teaching
experience
e
teaching devices; and carefully controlle
teaching experienc
in
practice which will
will be
be analyzed
analyzed both
both for cultural
Chinese, practice
teaching Chinese,
in teaching
ness. There
content and
and for
for effective
effectiveness.
body of training materials
no body
is no
There is
materials

that
specifically
lly for teachers of the Chinese
and
prepared specifica
is prepared
language, and
that is
Chinese language,
that accompany
the few
teachers'
manuals
that
accompany
parttcular,
textbooks often
often assume
assume
manuals that
teachers' manuals
few teachers'
textbooks
r, textbooks
parttcula
accompany parttcular,
that
a teacher.
teacher.
the teacher is already fully competent as a
that the
For
requirements
for the
the
nts for
native Chinese, we will need to alter our
For native
our requireme
of potential
have suggested
suggested previously,
certification
potential teachers,
teachers, as
as II have
previously, and
certification of
prepare special
special curricula
curricula which will emphasize practice
practice teaching
teaching and
and the
the
prepare
development
materials to be used in
teaching.
practice teaching.
in practice
specialized materials
of specialized
development of
We
will have...to
haven.to recognize
recognizethat
thatbecause
because aaa considerable
considerable
part of
of the
the
part
of
haw:1j°
will
We will
ble part
considera
educational
the native
native Chinese
Chinese is
is spent
educational time of the
on learning to control
spent on
there will be similar
the
Chine"e
similar demands
demands on
on the time of
of
system, there
writing system,
Chine "e writing
the Chine-e
the Americans who wish
wish to
to be
be literate
literate in
in Chinese,
Chinese, For
t.e same amount of
For t.e
that is to
time
literacy that
time spent in study, it is certain that the level of
of literacy
be
good
a good
expected from the native American who is
a teacher of Chinese in a
be expected
is a
lower than
than the
the level of literacy
high school system may very
very well
well be
be lower
literacy
acceptable
for teachers
teachers of
of other
other languages
languages in
in the
thesame
samesystem.
system. If
If
acceptable for
administrators
policy-making
king bodies wish to
requirement for a
a requirement
make a
to make
administrators or policy-ma
they may
high level
level of
of
Chinese, they
in Chinese,
literacy in
of literacy
level of
have to require a level
may have
ability that is attained only after two to five more
more years
years of
of literacl
literacj
pore
literacy
in
training
taught in
than that from other teachers of Western languages
training than
languages taught
extra years
the same
same system.
system. Some
the extra
for the
of study should
compensations for
years of
Some compensations
be planned.
planned.
be
Recommendations
for Teacher
Teacher Develop_
Development
Recoida
nmetisforTeachuiL
seahmet
pA
ations for
Recommend
The choices that are available to
making optimum use of our
in making
us in
to us
:
scarce
the following
following:
resources involve a mix of the
teacher resources
scarce teacher

1)
effectively
1) Training more Chinese language teachers to
at
ly at
function effective
to function
al system,
education
several
system, from the high
levels of
of the
the American
American educational
educatimal
several levels

school
to post-grad
post-graduate
study.
uate study.
school on to
2)
2)
Emphasizing
Emphasizing
the development
development
ofmore
moreself-teaching
self-teaching
materials,
s, or
development of
mc:.erial
hingmc,:.erials,
self-teac
Emphasizing the
more
on that can
materials designed
designed for
for individua
individual
instruction
can be used to
l instructi
materials

supplement
classroom activity.
activity, These
particularly important
are particularly
These are
supplement classroom
nal.
may not
not be fully
fully professio
professional.
where classroom teachers may
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3)
3)
3) Developing a small number of centers devoted primarily to intensive

language training, and
and to
to the
the training
training of
of language
language teachers.
teachers.
4)
4)
4) Limiting enrollment for five years (1970-75) at the high school level
and ten years
years (1970-80)
(1970-80) at the
the college
college level,
level, or
or perhaps
perhaps longer,
longer, so
that the teacher's time will be focussed on those students who
who are
motivati to
andmotivation
motivatio•
abilityand
theability
havethe
tohave
judgement, to
our judgement,
in our
likely, in
most likely,

become teachers
teachers of
of Chinese language
language and
and literature,
literature, or
or will
will serve well
well
as teachers and researchers in
in associate
associate disciplines.
disciplines.
No matter which choices we make for the future
future the challenge will
fall
the small group of teachers and scholars that is already overtaxed
on the
fall on
by growing enrollments
enrollments in
in Chinese
Chinese language
languageclasses.
classes. However, each of
of the
the

four
goals that Z have listed above, teacher training, development of
four goals
self-teaching
centers, and
and
materials, establishment of language training centers,
self-teaching materials,
selective
suggests a selection of
of skills
skills that
that
limitation of enrollment, suggests
selective limitation
are
be
compeLence in language teaching, but that may not be
associated with competence
are associated
than the
the
in such great demand, or that may be more readily acquired than

complex skills required for the teaching of Chinese language.
1)
1)
1)
Thus, in attempting to train more teachers
teachers of
of Chinese
Chinese language,
language, we

can draw on a considerable body of existing materials
materials that
that have
have been
been
designed to help the new teacher of Western languages --- materials
that help develop good teaching techniques; that offer useful
useful
they are
theoretical insights with descriptions of how they
are applied
applied to
to
develop
particular familiar
familiar teaching situations; that can
can help
help develop

facility
and their
their uses
uses and
and limitations.
limitations.
facility with audio-visual devices and
Similarly, in the development of self-instructional materials, there
2)
2)
is a growing body of generalized literature on programmed learning
and machine-aided instruction that can be interpreted by non-teaching
research personnel.
personnel. For
'team'
research
or programming 'team'
research or
example, aa research
For example,

might be
be made
made up
up of:
of:
disqualified from
from teaching
teaching
a)
a)
a) A literate Chinese; one who might be disqualified
by dialect,
dialect, deficient
deficient training in English or lack of
of teaching
teaching
by
experience, or even because he was too young or too old to take
on classroom responsibilities,
responsibilities,
b) a foreign-language teacher with considerable
b)
considerable classroom
classroom experience,
experience,

and

9

c) aa programmer
programming of selfthe programming
with the
experience with
had experience
has had
who has
programmer who

instructional
materials.
instructional materials.
By
some.chance
By some
. chance more than one of these functions might be represented in a
single person.
person. In
personnel, such a
of personnel,
conservation of
of conservation
interests of
the interests
In the
team' might
briefed by an experienced teacher of Chinese, or a
'
'team'
be briefed
might be
'team'
work on Chinese, on
professional
professional linguist who had done some analytical work
and
Chinese, and
study Chinese,
who study
English who
the
of English
speakers of
sources of difficulty for speakers
the sources

the
of the goals
goals that
that aa program
program must
must be
be expected
expected to
to satisfy.
satisfy. The
details of
the details

same
the work
work of
of aa number
number of
of
teacher or linguist might direct the
experienced teacher
same experienced
problem of
of grammar or comprehension,
comprehension,
such
such groups, each working on a different problem
sophisticated ways
ways
or
be presented
presented in more or less sophisticated
single problem to be
a single
on a
or on
groups of
of students.
students. They
for different groups
prepare programmed
also prepare
might also
They might

introductions
that would
would be
be useful
useful in
in the
the training
trainingofofteachers.
teachers. The
The
introductions that
mastery of
of one
one or
or more
more romanization
romanization systems is a source of initial
mastery
difficulty
Chinese to
to
difficulty to the literate Chinese who is beginning to teach Chinese
English. The
speakers
of English.
system presents to
speakers of
romanization system
that aa romanization
problems that
The problems
the beginning teacher and the beginning
beginning student
student are
are entirely
entirely different,
different,
to any system
of romanization
romanization would
would be
be a
and
system of
introduction to
programmed introduction
a programmed
and a

useful training
training tool.
tool.
language
to language
devoted to
3)
centers devoted
of centers
3) In
establishment of
the establishment
considering the
Inconsidering

training
they
training here in the United States, it should be emphasized that they
of institutions,
institutions, and
and because
because of
of this
this
must serve
serve the
the needs
needs of a variety
variety of
must

need for service, that they should probably be administered
administered by
by a
that they
they serve.
serve. They must
consortium
representing the
the institutions
institutions that
consortium representing

be
by competent
competent language
language teachers,
teachers, perhaps
perhapsrec-iiited
rec-,suited
rec-,:uited from
from the
the
staffed by
be staffed
such
participating
institutions. In
development of such
the development
sense, the
some sense,
In some
participating institutions.
centers
together aa group
group of
of
should be looked on as a way to bring together
centers should

creative
create aa 'critical
'critical mass'
mass' of
of
scholar-teachers so as to create
creative scholar-teachers
excellence
in aa few
few locations.
locations. These
also be charged
should also
centers should
These centers
excellence in
with
with the training of teachers, and could commit themselves to maintain
to continuing
an atmosphere ofofcreative,
and to
teaching, and
innovative teaching,
creative, innovative
research on
on teaching
teaching techniques.
techniques. Such
be modest in
could be
centers could
Such centers
size
and should be responsible for intensive language training
size and
throughout
throughout the academic year as well as during the summer, and should
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be prepared to operate over the four levels:
ral, graduate,
levels: post-docto
post-doctoral,
graduate,
e.
college, and
and pre-colleg
pre-college.

n (CIC) of the
The
on Institutio
Institutional
Cooperation
'Big Ten',
Ten',
nal Cooperatio
the 'Big
Committee on
The Committee
Summer programs
programs in
in Chinese,
Chinese, is
is an
an example
example of
of a
which operates
operates only
only Summer
which

developed to
kind
these
fill these
to fill
kind of joint enterprise that could be developed
functions.
functions.
4)
teaching, and
attracted by good teaching,
4) Although
are attracted
and scholars
students are
good students
Although good
p their
develop
themselves on the model
model of
of scholarshi
scholarship
their teachers
offer,
teachers offer,
develop themselves
it
may be necessary to limit enrollment in Chinese classes to
it may

potentially
successful students.
students. Our
recognizing the
for recognizing
potentially successful
techniques for
Our techniques
unsuccessful
student are
are unnecessar
unnecessarily
wasteful of
of teacher
teacher time.
time. The
The
ily wasteful
unsuccessful student
ted language aptitude
development
sophisticated
should be
development of more sophistica
aptitude tests should
opment skills
helpful, and
and would supplement the test-devel
test-development
skills that Chinese
helpful,

language
teachers ordinarily
ordinarily lack.
lack. Specialists
disciplines
other disciplines
from other
language teachers
Specialists from
are
on the
the developmen
development
techniques to
to make
make use of
t of testing techniques
worLing on
are worLing
cognition
on and pattern-re
our
manipulation
pattern-recognition
growing knowledge about symbol manipulati
our growing
skill,
different kinds
kinds of
of analogic
analogic abilities.
abilities. All
of these -All of
skill, and of the different
have relevance
relevance to
to language
language learning
learningaptitudes.
aptitudes. Psycho-linguists
Psycho-linguists like
s to
Lambert are developing testing instrument
instruments
to predict responses in
, and college admissions
,
different kinds of language learning situations
situations,

officers
officers are doing follow-up studies of graduates to try to identify
the kinds of students who are likely to serve
successfully
ly in
serve society successful
various
professional
roles. Researchers
these
al roles.
who are developing these
various profession
Researchers who
testing
see if there is any way to
testing techniques might be consulted to see
hedge our bets in the training of students over
so.
or so.
over the next decade or
Teaching and Reference Materials
In
In any discussion of manpower resources,
resources, it is almost impossible to
discuss
considering the resources
tie
people involved without also considering
tae people
discuss tae
generally
language tapes
tapes or
or records,
records,
generally available to them --textbooks and language
--- textbooks
and
resources; libraries and special research
institutional resources;
local institutional
and local
collections,
facilities, and taped programs prepared
laboratory facilities,
language laboratory
collections, language
for specific teaching objectives
objectives that
that are not likely to be marketed
commercially.
commercially.
There
are some
some difficulti
difficulties
definition that
that result
result from
es of definition
from the
There are
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diversity of aims in Chinese programs, but
but there
there is
is aa large
large enough
enough basis
basis
resource
areas
adequately.
of agreement to
to describe
describe some
some
some resource
resource areas
areas adequately.
adequately. The
The Lest
test compact
compact
discussion of these problems that II know
know of
of has
has been
been written
written by
by Prof.
Prof.
Nicholas C. Bodman of Cornell in
in 1965,
1965, and
and II will
will preserve
preserve his
his comments
comments in
in
occasional deletions.
deletions.
very
and occasional
very nearly
nearly their
their original
original form with some updating and
number.
number.
He presents a list of materials to which he makes reference by item number.
Here I have appended the list rather
rather than
than included
included it
it in
in the
the text.
text.
Sometimes I have
have made
made some
some comments
comments and
and additions.
additions. These additions are
are
square brackets.
brackets.
enclosed in square
"The
"The bibliography
bibliography appended here
is aa rather
rather selective
selective one,
here is
one,
including only those texts that have
including
have proved
proved successful
successful with
with the
the oraloralaural approach or those on reading which integrate well with this
approach.
approach.
The oral-aural approach in its most usual form
form is
is well
well
exemplified by Hockett's
Hockett's ,Spoken
Spoken Chinese
Chinese (No.
(No. 26)
26) and
and DeFrancis's
DeFrancis's
Beginning Chinese and Intermediate Chinese (Nos. 23 and 24) [and
Advanced Chinese (No. 25)], all of which use the basic sentence
Hockett's text
method. Hockett's
text is
is now
now rather
rather old,
old, having
having been
method.
been developed for
theSecond
SecondWorld
WorldWar.
War. DeFrancis's
DeFrancis's books are
Army use duri.tg
duringthe
the
Second
World
War.
are up-toup-toduri4
Mandarin
Chao's mandarin
date and
and include
include excellent
excellent drill
drillmaterial.
material. Chao's
Mandarin Primer
(20a) differs
differs somewhat
somewhat in
in presenting
morilogues
presenting longish
(20a)
longish morJlogues
morJlogues for the most
Additional drills
part rather
rather than
than dialogues.
dialogues. Additional
drills and
and examples are
part
presented in
in Pian's
Pian's AA Syllabus
Syllabus for
for Mandarin
Mandarin Primer
Primer(21).
(21). Chao's text
text
is perhaps not so easy to teach as the others, but
but is
is noteworthy
noteworthy for
for
naturalness of
It could
could be
its naturalness
of language,
language, wit
wit and
and excellent
excellentanalysis.
analysis. It
used to great advantage as a 'follow-up'
text after
after any
any of
of the
the others,
others)
'follow-up' text
/
especially in programs where texts require
require complete
complete or
or near-complete
near-complete
memorization
memorization of
of the
the basic
basic sentences
sentences or
orpassages.
passages. The Yale
Yale texts,
texts,

agt
peak
[SpeakMandarin
Chinese
Aug
Chinese(No.
(No.1)1)Ullegi
[Sua_
Mandarin(No.
(No.27)],
27)], Chinese
Chinese Dialogues
Dialogues
(No. 3),
3), and
and others,
others, are
are examples
somewhat different teaching
examples of
of aa somewbat
(No.
Rather than
than using
philosophy.
using basic
basic sentences
sentences they
they stress
stress acquisition
acquisition
philosophy. Rather
patterns which
which are
are well
well
of the basic construction types in basic
basic patterns
exemplified and drilled upon, but do
do not
not require
require the
the degree
degree of
of
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memorization
inherent in
in the
the basic
basic sentence
sentencemethod.
method. This Yale series
series
memorization inherent

of texts is long established, is well coordinated, and is probably
widely used
used than
than any
any of
of the
the others.
others. The method of pattern
more widely

sentences is well adapted to the learning of Chinese where
where the chief
the
various
synL
problems are
are the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of the
the various
various syntactic
syntactic
.actic patterns.
patterns.
patterns. These
These
in more
or in
mastery or
spoken mastery
texts have been used when the goal is good spoken

academically
oriented programs
programs where
where the
the goal
goal is
is 'Zor
'Zor less oral
/Zor
academically oriented
fluency
good comprehension and where the emphasis
emphasis
em9hasis on reading
fluency than gold
grows in
in importance
importance as
as time
time goes
goes on."1
on."1
on."I
"Probably
course is
is
"Probably the major problem in an elementary Chinese course
that of when
when to
to introduce
introduce the
the written
writtencomponent.
component. It
possible,
would be possible,
It would

of course, to devote two years purely to the study
study of
of the
the spoken
spoken
language.
were
an
language.
If
this
done, the
really have
have an
would really
language. If
student would
the student
were done,
this were
If this

excellent
speaking and the comprehension
comprehension of
of spoken
spoken
excellent foundation in speaking
language
language which would be adequate for residence in a Chinese-speaking
area.
spoken
of the introductory spoken
any of
area. If
chosen, any
be chosen,
should be
goal should
this goal
If this
(Nos.1,
[or 27], 20a, 23
language
(gos.11 [or
language textbooks could be used initially (Nos.11

or 26 in
in the
the Bibliography).
Bibliography). However,
Hockett
the books by Chao and Hockett
However, the
intermediate use.
use.
have no spoken language sequels available for intermediate

DeFrancis's text (No. 24) is now available
available and
and his
his 'Advanced
'Advanced Chinese'
Chinese'
is
is [also available], so a two or three year sequence based on his
textbook is
is possible.
possible. By
range of spoken
complete range
most complete
the most
far the
By far
instructional
materials exist
exist in
in the
the Yale
YaleMirror
MirrorSeries.
Series. A
instructional materials
recommended
sequence here would be Nos. 1 [or 27]
27] and
and 22 plus
plus 3,
3, 4,
4,
recommended sequence
and 13 or 14 or both 13
13 and
and 14.
14.
Generally, the student of Chinese is interested
interested in
in learning
learning to
to
read
read Chinese, either for the intrinsic interest of the writings, or
more usually as a tool for pursuing writings in Chinese
Chinese relevant
relevant to
to
of the very
a specific discipline
discipline in
in Graduate
Graduate School.
School. Because
Because of

difficult nature of the Chinese writing system, the student must spend
a great deal of time learning characters which perforce reduces the
typical
amount of time
time left
left for
for study
study of
of the
the spoken
spokenlanguage.
language. In
In a typical

two year program in Chinese, at least half the class hours are given
fluency in spee
over to
to reading.
reading. This
of fluency
level of
the level
that the
means that
This means

usually aimed at is considerably less than that for languages using
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an
script, where
where reading
reading is
is aa relatively
relatively
easy
problIEL
relativelyeasy
easyproblItm.
problem.
alphabetic script,
an alphabetic
Yet
generally that
that a fair speaking ability is
is
acknowledged generally
is acknowledged
it is
Yet it
prerequisite
prerequisite to taking up the writing system, otherwise reading
haracter
would become
become aa process
process of laborious character-by-c
character-by-character
would

decipherment.
priority of the spoken
the priority
decipherment. Linguists
recognize the
Linguists recognize
language
in writing,
writing, and
and good
good pedagogues
pedagogues
symbolization in
its symbolization
over its
language over
realize that it is poor teaching practice to introduce more
more than
than
one
learning problem
problem at
at one
one time.
time. Therefore,
one learning
underlying
the underlying
once the
Therefore, once
spoken
written
forms are learned, the later learning of the written
spoken forms
symbolizations
is just
just one
one more
more step,
step, difficult
difficult as
as it
itis.
is. In
symbolizations is
the
In the
early
then
learning characters at least it is simplest then
of learning
stages of
early stages
to
of.spoken
spoken texts
of•spoken
texts already
already learned.
learned.
the written equivalent of
learn the
to learn
Parallel
exist for Chao (No. 20b in
Bibliography)
in Bibliography)
Parallel character texts exist
and
DeFrancis (No.
(No. 23a
23a [24a
[24a and
and 25a]).
25a]). The
and DeFrancis
readers
series readers
Yale series
The Yale
(Nos.
take up the study of characters systematically
others) take
and others)
7-10 and
(Nos. 7-10
systematically
and
language
only introduce forms already learned in their spoken language
and only
not attempt
parallel
series, but the text of these books does not
attempt to
to parallel
that of the spoken
spoken language
language textbook
textbook sentence
sentence by
by sentence.
sentence. Here
should
is
should be mentioned also the fact that after a
certain stage it is
a certain
not
necessarily an advantage to learn all the characters corresponding
not necessarily
to
morphemes in common spoken use, since many of these do not often
to morphemes
occur
kind of written materials that will be of most use and
the kind
in the
occur in
interest to
to the
the student.
student. Reading
those by DeFrancis
as those
such as
texts such
Reading texts
(23b,[24b
basis as are some of the
are organized on this basis
25b]) are
and 25b])
(23b,[24b and
texts
colloquially
texts of the Yale series, notably 11, 12 and 14 for colloquially
based writings,
writings, and
and 55 and
and 66 for
for newspaper
newspaper readings.
readings.
based
Programs
writing system
system is
is
differ rather widely as to when the writing
Programs differ
introduced
introduced and in the relative time devoted to speech and reading.
It
recommended here that at least three or four weeks elapse before
is recommended
It is
possible program
is commenced.
commenced. With
writing
component, aa possible
written component,
the written
With the
writing is
for
year is:
is:
for the first year
speech: One
a)
texts, 11 [or 27], [with
basic texts,
a) For
the basic
For speech:
of the
One of
or
part of
of 3;
3; or
or 20a;
20a; or
or 23;
23; or
or 26.
26.
without] part
or without]
reading:
b) For reading:
b)

7,
12; 20b;
20b;
81 10, and 12;
of 8,
part of
and part
or 77 and
7, or
+prober

or 23a
23a (or
(or 23b).
23b).

,

14
14

For the second
second year:
year:
(a)
(a) Complete 8 if started previously or switch to
to 14 without
doing
.8.
doing .8.
(b)
(b) Follow
colloquially
Follow any sequence not already done in the colloquially
based writings, or go directly into newspaper
with 55 and
and 6.
6.
newspaper with
Due to appear shortly [now available as
as Intermediate
Intermediate Reader
Reader in
Modern Chinese in 3 vols. Ithaca, Cornell University
University Press.
Press. 1967.
1967.
$12.00]
Mills, which
which contains
contains
$12.00] is the Modern Chinese Reader by
Harriet Mills,
by Harriet
selections
on modern
modern social
social science
science subjects.
subjects. It
planned for use
is planned
selections on
It is
during
be used
used in
in
during the second and third years of instruction and
and can be
conjunction with or as a supplement to newspaper
selections.
newspaper selections.
d' not give formal instruction
Note that most programs d2
in the
the
instruction in
varied script styles; however, 17 is an
excellent introduction to
an excellent
cursive handwriting.
handwriting. When
with actual
actual
is given with
instruction is
newspaper instruction
When newspaper

Mainland Chinese papers, the simplified characters must be learned
forms commonly
as encountered.
character forms
simplified character
encountered. Textbook
gives simplified
Textbook 66 gives
commonly
encountered
learning aid
encountered in Mainland newspapers and is the only learning
presently available
available outside of lists and conversion
conversion tables.
tables.
presently
There are a number of texts available on
on various of the nonMandarin 'dialects' that are suitable for use,
use but
but are not listed
here because it is believed that all programs should start with the
Cantonese and
standard
language. At
as Cantonese
forms as
such forms
standard language.
of such
study of
present, study
At present,
.'2
Amoy
limited to aa very
very few
few of
of the
the larger
larger universities
universities.'
2
Amoy is limited

Toward the end of the two or three years of study that have
been outlined in Bodman's summary, the student will no longer be
working with textbooks, and will be expected to make use of an
wider variety
variety of
of Chinese
Chinese sources.
sources. For
increasingly wider
these he will
For these

have to
to depend
depend on a wider variety
variety of
of reference works than the
Dictionary of
of Spoken
Spoken Chinese
Chinese (No.
(No. 19).
19). He
also have used the
should also
He should
less
Dictionary of
elegantly organized Concise Dictionary
but elegantly
comprehensive but
less comprehensive
Spoken
comprehensive
Spoken Chinese (No. 28), and will have consulted Chao's comprehensive
.
reference
Spoken Chinese
Chinese (No.
(No. 35,
35, forthcoming)
forthcoming).
reference grammar, A Grammar of Spoken

By this time he will know enough Chinese to be able to take advantage
of
reinforcement to learning the writing system that is offered
the reinforcement
of the
by the
the Chinese-Chin
Chinese-Chinese
dictionaries,
and will
will have
have learned,
learned, or at
at
, and
ese dictionaries
by
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least
become familiar with, more than one transcription system for
least become
Chinese,
Chinese, and perhaps more than one system for arranging Chinese
Chinese dictionaries.
dictionaries. He
characters
in Chinese
probably want to know
characters in
will probably
He will
amazingly compact but comprehensive dictionary arranged according
the
the Amazingly
Wang YUn-wu
Yin-wu
Tsung-ho Ts'e-tien
Ts'e-tien (No.
(No. 29),
29),
to
System, the Wang
YUn-wu Tsung-ho
Four-Corner System,
the Four-Corner
to the

and
and if his work is in earlier periods of Chinese will probably also
want the
the Tz'u
Teti
Tz'u Hai
Hai (No. 30), which is written in a slightly
slightly more
more
want

literary
style, but
but gives
gives full
full citation
citation of
of sources.
sources. George
A. Kennedy
George A.
literary style,
has
prepared an informative and often amusing guide to the Tz'u Hai
has prepared
entitled
ZH Guide,
to Sinology
Sinology (No.
(No. 31).
31). An
Introduction to
An Introduction
Guide, An
An excellent
entitled Zll
four-volume
dictionary that is the authority for the
desk dictionary
four-volume desk
pronunciation of
of Standard
Standard Mandarin
Mandarin is
is the
the Kuo
Kuo Yu
Yu Tz'u
Tz'u Tien
Tien (No.
(No. 32).
32).
pronunciation
There
no single dictionary that is fully adequate for students
is no
There is
beyond
their first year or two of language study who wish to translate
beyond their
into English.
English. The
Chinese materials
materials into
preparation of yet another
The preparation

dictionary at this
this time
time is
is an
an unwise
unwise use
use of
oftalent.
talent. The Giles
Chinese-English
Chinese-English Dictionary (No. 33) will be found useful for both
Chinese-English Dictionary
classics and documentary style, and the Chinese-English
modern
for modern
useful for
particularly useful
of Modern Communist Usage (No.
34) particularly
(No. 34)

China.
documents, especially those from Mainland China.

Taped Materials
Materials
Although
the references
references indicate that tapes are available for some of
Although the
these
that the
the
these texts, it is in the preparation of taped lesson materials that
primitive state of
of Chinese
Chinese language
language teaching
teaching becomes
becomes obvious.
obvious. The
The taped
the teaching
teaching of
of spoken
spoken Chinese
Chinese are
are
programs presently
presently available for the
programs

unsophisticated
and of
of low
lowtechnical
technicalquality.
quality. We
We need
need new
newones.
ones. There
unsophisticated and
are a number of reasons for
for this:
this:
1)
1)
1) There
only a few teachers
are only
There are
technical
technical facility to prepare

of Chinese who have the
the background
background and
and
fully integrated programs in which taped

exercises
role.
exercises have a full teaching role.
a wide range of valid program goals which affect the time
2)
2)
2) There is a

allocated
skills of
of literacy
literacy and
and fluency.
fluency.
allocated to the separate skills
been
frequently been
has frequently
3)
3)
The preparation of scripts for special exercises has
3) The

assigned
to careless or overworked teachers who did not understand the
assigned to
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ion.
their contribut
contribution.
potential
of their
potential utility of

d the
understand
value of
of
4)
4) We in Chinese are just beginning to understan
the value
y control
concordancing
vocabulary
control and
and the
the control
control of
of
techniques for vocabular
concordancing techniques
on of
grammatical
preparation
grammatical density in the preparati
supplementary
and supplementary
textbooks and
of textbooks
exercises
textbooks.
.
exercises for textbooks

5)
5) Commercial
publishers have come to recognize
Commercial publishers
that they are
recognize that
expected
are expected
by textbook
textbook buyers to supply (often minimally adequate)
taped programs
by
adequate) taped
programs
. They
to
supplement
their textbooks
textbooks.
t their
take aa
to take
to supplemen
expect to
They expect
tary materials
in the preparation
of these
these supplemen
supplementary
materials.
preparation of
.

financial
loss
financial loss
Texts
for
Texts for

all supplied by university
learning
which
nearly all
are nearly
Chinese are
learning Chinese
university presses
presses which
such a
on such
losses on
such losses
are not prepared to sustain such
sales volume.
volume.
small sales
a small

tapes are
are for
for the
the most
most part
part unspecial
unspecialized.
are
The available
available tapes
ized. They
They are
particular textbook with
recordings
with no
no direction
directionss for
for
recordings of the text of a particular
, and
using
imitation,
using the tapes, no pauses for student imitation
confirming
no confirming
and no
responses
or other
other internal
internal indicatio
indication
of how
how they
they might
mightbe
be used.
used. These
These
n of
responses or

tapes
tapes can only be regarded as raw material for the skillful
skillful
y drills;
use in preparing language laborator
laboratory
drills; and
and are
use
not to
are not

teacher
to
teacher to
be used without

editing,
selection,
duplication
or other
other adoption.
adaption. Some
on or
, duplicati
such
tapes, such
editing, selection
few tapes,
Some few
as
monitors, are
are so highly
as those prepared for the training of radio monitors,
unsuitable for use
programs.
specialized
other programs.
use in any other
specialized that they are unsuitable
nal
were prepared before the professio
professional
Many of the tapes now available were
recording
used, and as
as a
widely used,
was widely
recording equipment necessary for good fidelity
fidelity was

result of this (and perhaps of poor
techniques
s as well) most of
copying technique
poor copying
low - fidelity copies.
them
law-fidelity
represented by poor, garbled, low-fidelity
copies.
them are represented
Needs
A major need for the support and development
of existing Chinese
development of
development of a variety of carefully conceived
language
language programs is the development

and technically
technically excellent language tapes
integrated with classroom
tapes that are integrated
instruction.
instruction.
of as
spoken of
Movies are often highly spoken
important,
as important,
offer an
teaching
aids. Potentially,
they offer
teaching aids.
Potentially, they
unusually
an unusually

but under-utilized
under-utilized
good
way to present
good way

.ped in
normal.v.ied
atnormal
real
spoken
at
normal
,pied
in aa range
range of
of culturall
culturally
culturally
correct
y correct
spoken at
language spoken
real language
Mandarin are
in Mandarin
on
China
in
Mandarin
contexts.
are available
available from a number of
China in
on China
contexts. Movies
Movies on

distributors
in the
the United
United States,
States, some
some on
on free
free loan.
loan. They are 'under'underdistributors in
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most schools arrangements for showing
showing movies
movies are
utilized' often because in most
are
relatively
inconvenient, sometimes
relatively inconvenient,
teacher to make
the teacher
requiring the
sometimes requiring
reservations
and complexity
reservations long in advance, but partly because of the bulk and
of much of
of the
the movie
movie projection
projection equipment
equipmentrequired.
required. It
worth noting
is worth
It is
that most foreign language teachers, including Chinese language
teachers,
language teachers,
to use
do not know haw
how to
use movie
movie projection
projection equipment
equipment well.
well.
objection is
is that
that literacy
literacy training
A more serious objection
training operates to the
only two years
years
detriment of fluency and almost assures that a student with only
of Chinese will not be able to understand the sound track
made
a movie made
of a
track of
for a Chinese audience, and much
much of
of the
the effectiveness
effectiveness is
is lost.
lost.
One of the simple ways to adapt
adept the film for the student's level
of
level of
comprehension is to suppress the sound track of the film and play a
coordinated recording of a simplified narrative that explains
action
the action
explains the
rarely, primarily because the
on the
the screen.
screen. This
only rarely,
done only
been done
has been
This has
films
the films

are loaned
loaned or
or rented
rented rather
rather than
than owned
owned by
bythe
theschools.
schools. Where they are
owned, careful and time-consuming preparation of a
film script for study
a film
outside the
the classroom
classroom is
is aa good
good choice.
choice. Some
the
excellent examples are the
Some excellent
filmscripts
Pengand
andBisywe
BisyweHwanghwa
Hwanghwaprepared
prepared by
by Eugene
Eugene Ching
Ching of
filmscripts
for 144,
Wq
Hwanghwa
prepared
by
Eugene
Ching
of
Wu Feng
filmscripts for
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University.
University. These
by an introductory essay,
accompanied by
are accompanied
These are
essay,
with script in roman:ization
roman:Lzation and Chinese characters.
Overhead Projector
Another device that is more and more frequently used in the
the classroom
classroom methods
is
overhead projector.
projector. It
the classroom
to the
is the overhead
adapt to
to adapt
easier to
is easier
It is

it is less bulky, and
of individual teachers than is the movie projector;
projector; it
is inexpensive enough so that there is likely
likely to
to be
be one
one readily available
transfer
to transfer
to
language teacher.
teacher. Unfortunately,
to the language
need to
is aa need
there is
where there
Unfortunately, where

written Chinese onto a transparency for more permanent use, there is often
smaller
in aa smaller
aa need
available in
be available
not be
may not
that may
equipment that
need for other auxiliary equipment

school:
machines. The
be adapted
might be
Xerox machines.
and Xerox
that might
school: Thermofax
Thermofax and
materials that
The materials
for
so much
the overhead projector are many, but again, there is so
with the
use with
for use
diversity in program aims that this presentation techniq e is still underunderutilized.
the new
fully comfortable with the
not fully
still not
utilized. Individual
are still
teachers are
Individual teachers
media,
and the
the sale
sale of Chinese texts
still limited
limited so
so that
that the
the highhightexts Is
Is still
media, and
overhead
afford the
the expense of
overhead university presses do not feel they can afford
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'. Well-planned
preparing
these 'frills
'frills'.
ng these
prepari
executed sets of
carefully executed
and carefully
Well-planned and

transparancies
designed to
transparencies
widely-used texts would
transparancies designed
accompany some widely-used
to accompany
.
considerably to
contribute
skills in
in America
America.
contribute considerably
teaching skills
language teaching
Chinese language
to Chinese

Institutional
Resources
es
Institutional Resourc
ks, reference
e tapes that
In addition
textbooks,
language
addition to the textboo
reference works and languag

are
available,
more importa
important
le, some of the more
resources for the study
nt resources
generally availab
are generally
tional
literature in America are those institu
of Chinese language
institutional
language and literature
s throughout
ty of scholar
resources
community
scholars
the country
conntry,
,
throughout the
resources 1) shared by the communi

and 2) that bring greatest
country,
greatest benefit to
,
particular regions of the country
to particular
tions that
ual institu
or 3) resources
individual
institutions
are particu
particularly
important
that are
nt
resources of individ
larly importa

to the Chinese language
conducted
there.
language programs
ed there.
programs conduct
The most important
important of these resources
totality of library
resources is the totality
holdings
in Chinese languag
language
and
e and literature
literature in the United States and
holdings in
2,734,820 volumes (June,
Canada; a total of 2,734,820
1967).3 While
there is
(June, 1967).3
While there

obvious
consider
Oriental
r each of the large
l
collections of Orienta
obvious reason to conside
large collections
holdings of a
books as the holdings
reason,
institution, there is also good reason,
single institution,
a single
interlibrary activity,
as a result to the unique pattern of interlibrary
activity, and the
American librarianship,
characterizes American
r
service
consider
orientation that characterizes
service orientation
librarianship, to conside
national resources
libraries
well.
regional and national
resources as well.
libraries as regional
s
In June 19«7
1967 there were only 24 libraries
holdings
libraries in America with holding
. They
of
than 25,000
25,000 volumes
volumes in
in Chinese
Chinese.
with their
listed with
are listed
of more than
They are
ds.4
holdings of
geographical
thousands.4
location and the holdings
of volumes in thousan
geographical location
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HOLDINGS OF AMERICAN LIBRARIES
LIBRARIES WITH
WITH OVER
OVER 25
25,00
000 VOLUMES
VOLUMES IN
IN CHINESE
CHINESE
Holdings to
Nearest Thousand

Ranking
14121sim
1

OMM

Location

1.
1.
Library of Congress

357

East
East

2.
Harvard
2.

290
290

East
East

3.
Columbia
3.

169

East

Princeton
4.
4.

168

East

c
c
5.

160

West
West

6.
Chicago
6.

157
157

Central

7.
California (Los
(Los Angeles)
Angeles)
7.

140
140

West

8.
Cornell
8.

110
110

East
East

9.
Yale
9.

100

East
East

10.
Washington (Seattle)
(Seattle)
10.
Washington

96
96

West
West

11.
11.
British Columbia

95
95

West (Canada)
(Canada)
West

12.
Hoover
12.

a

a

West
West

13.
Untv.
(Ann Arbor)
Arbor)
13.
Unix. Michigan (Ann

81

Central

14.
Toronto
14.

72

Central
(Canada)
Central (Canada)

15.
15.
Hawaii

68
68

West

16.
Claremont
16.

56

West

17.
17.
Wisconsin

50

Central
Central

18.
Brown
18.

43
43

East

19.
19.
Virginia

33
33

East

20.
Indiana
20.
Indiana

32
32

Central
Central

21.
21.
Minnesota

30

Central

22.
Pittsburgh
22.

29

East
East

Pennsylvania
23.
23.

28
28

East

Kansas
24.
24.
Kansas

28

Central
Central

California (Berkeley)
(Berkeley)

Total

2,479

The remaining 256,000 volumes are spread throughout thirty other
libraries.
libraries.
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and other
other cooperative
All of the resources
cooperative
interlibrary loan and
the interlibrary
of the
resources of
facilities
skills are
important tools for
already
scholar whose skills
are already
the scholar
facilities are important
for the
developed,
facilities
is too
too expens
expensive
maintenance of
ties is
ive to
these facili
developed, but the maintenance
of these
ng. To
indulge
mere browsi
full resources
the full
browsing.
of the
use of
of the
indulge mere
good use
make good
resources of
To make
nation in his
his own
which works
works he
scholar must first know which
a scholar
research, a
own research,

really
needs.
really needs.
r, who
l
r schola
For
younger
scholar,
who has
has not
not yet
yet achiev
achieved
control
ed contro
developing younge
the developing
For the
interlibrary loan system,
over
potential of the interlibrary
or who may not be sure
the potential
sure
over the
system, or
al proximity
tions will
just what he wants, physic
physical
to major
major collec
collections
will in
in itself
itself
proximity to
tion and
collec
constitute
major resource.
resource.
major collection
He
can visit
collection
ce. He
visit aa major
resour
constitute a major
can
browse
He can
and browse
materials that
through
bibliographies and
from bibliographies
variety of materials
knows from
he knows
and
that he
through a variety
g and decide
need to
to have
have
citations
reading
citations in his readin
materials he will need
which materials
decide which
y, and
ated for
loaned
home librar
library,
and which
which should
should be duplic
duplicated
loaned to his home
his own
for his

permanent
collection.
tion.
permanent collec
For
use the
the resour
resources
ces
student who is still not
the student
fully able to use
For the
not fully
of
are seriou
serious,
he is
is almost
almost
collection, the difficulties
s, and he
Chinese collection,
of a Chinese
difficulties are
completely
dependent
particularly on
ent on
Librarian
teachers, and particularly
the Librarian
on the
his teachers,
completely depend
on his
where he
of
collection where
s.
studies.
he studie
Chinese collection
of the Chinese

Librarians
Librarians
Chinese are
of Chinese
Just
teachers of
more
competent teachers
as competent
getting more
Just as
are getting
ians in
ent librar
more
overworked,
competent
librarians
in Chines
Chinese
e
rked, so too are compet
more overwo

scarce and
collections
tions
collec

working
at the
limits of
of their
their capabi
capabilities.
the limits
lities. The
g at
shortage here
workin
personnel shortage
The personnel
ge teachers,
noticeable than the
is perhaps
language
perhaps less noticeable
shortage of langua
teachers, but
the shortage
who have
al. Very
librarians who
just as
as critic
critical.
the librarians
of the
few of
Very few
responsibility for
have responsibility

collections have
Chinese collections
been traine
trained
for the level of
of
the
d for
development of Chinese
the development
have been
responsibility
they have
have been
been forced
forced to
to assume
assume.
. Some
Chinese
good Chinese
Some good
responsibility they
ped almost
excellent
libraries
developed
almost solely
the basis of the excellent
on the
libraries have been develo
solely on

distributed by the
series
Research Aids
reprints distributed
series of reprints
Materials and Research
Chinese Materials
the Chinese

Service
Association
directed by Robert Irick,
ation
supported by the Associ
and supported
Center, directed
trick, and
Service Center,
s. However,
danger that the
for
Studies.
generation
real danger
next generation
for Asian Studie
is aa real
the next
there is
However, there
graphers to
of
of well-t
well-trained
bibliographers
rained biblio
students will not have the talents
talents of
of students
collections as
specialized sources,
introduce
maintain the collections
to maintain
and to
introduce them to specialized
sources, and

permanent
assets.
.
permanent assets
libraries
The
institutional libraries
Congress and a
Library of Congress
few other great institutional
The Library
a few
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bibliographic
have succeeded in mediating the long tradition of oriental bibliographic

scholarship so
so as
as to
to make
make it
it serve
serve modern
modern Western
Western scholars.
scholars. This
This has
has been
been
accomplished almost solely through the
the efforts
efforts of
of a few dedicated
professional librarians.
librarians.
But this accomodation
accomodation has
has not
not gone
gone nearly
nearly far
far enough.
enough. We
We are
are not
not
participating enough in the programs for library
library improlement
improlement that
that are
are
already partially
partially sponsored
sponsored by
by federal
federalfunds.
funds. As
has
As Warren
Warren Tsuneishi has
pointed out recently:5
1)
1)
Chinese collections do not yet benefit from the National Program
for Acquisitions and Cataloging (NPAC) which establishes overseas
overseas
offices that work closely with bookdealers and national
national
bibliographies and prvvides both books and catalog copy to the
the
Library of Congress;
Congress;
2)
2)
there has been no effective effort to get the ten-year backlog

of locally cataloged titles of Chinese sources reported on
Library of Congress printed cards so as to
to assure
assure their
their inclusion
inclusion
in the National Union Catalog; and
3) there are still substantial gaps in the National Register of
3)

Microform Masters of Chinese
Chinese materials.
materials.

It is important for us to plan now for the problems the libraries
will have
have to
to face.
face. Chinese
to
Chinese collections
collections in
in America
America are
are not yet staffed to
take the next steps into full service that the scholars of the
the nation
nation will
will
need for efficient searches into an increasingly
increasingly diverse
diverse range
range of
of available
available
resources. These
These are
are the
the steps
steps into
into 1)
1) systematic
systematic analysis
analysis and
and annotation
annotation
resources.

of the content of books and articles, and 2) the development of techniques
for information retrieval for scholars who themselves lack bibliographic
resources and
and techniques.
techniques. Scholars,
Scholars, librarians,
librarians, and
and scholar-librarians
scholar-librarians
in Chinese need to develop a structure that will offer ready access to
the range of philosophical, logical, and mathematical talent that is
required to move more adequately into bibliographic information-retrieval
techniques. Suitable
techniques.
Suitable preliminary
preliminary models
models are:
are: Key
(KWIC),
Key Word
Word In
In Context
Context (KWIC),

the Human Relations Area Files Social Science Bibliographic Systems, the
Xerox Corporation's DATRIX, and the proposed National Serials Data Program,
Program,
now
now under
under study.
study.

It
development of
of
It would
would be
be aa mistake
mistake to
to wait folthe
foithe development

optical read-in devices, or the fuller exploitation of coding systems such
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as that developed by Prof. Carl Leban, or similar input techniques before
going on with development of bibliographic controls.
Chinese librarianship
librarianship has
has developed
developed rapidly
rapidly over
over the
the past
past two
two decades,
decades,
but does not yet have the personnel or resources either to rte'
4"" the
r°A"^a
the
backlog of work, or to participate in the ongoing projects for
Chinese librarians
bibliographic
controls that
that will
will keep
keep us
us up
up to
to date.
date. Chinese
bibliographic controls

are still less able to get far enough ahead of the job to be sure that
they will be able to help tomorrow's scholar even
even as
as much
much as
as they
they help
help
today's.
today's.
Language Laboratories
In
In considering
considering institutional
institutional resources,
resources, the
the language
language laboratory
laboratory must
must
be considered as separate from the taped language program which it

transmits to the student because it is the plan for the language
language laboratory
laboratory
and its functions that puts a ceiling on its effectiveness
effectiveness for
for teaching.
teaching.
Some types of language
language laboratories
laboratories are
are designed
designed with
with such
such aa low
low frequency
frequency
response that the distinctions in certain sounds cannot be transmitted
transmitted
(for
(for example,
example, exercises
exercises designed
designed to
to distinguish
distinguish sounds like the initial
sounds in English "sin" and "thin" ma:ma:- not
not be
be used
used with
with such
such laboratories).
laboratories).
The circuitry in others is so designed that there is no opportunity for a
teacher to listen to a student's response and make appropriate
appropriate corrections.
corrections.
Chinese language
language teachers
This leaves
leaves no
no way
way for
for the
the teacher
teacher to
to help.
help. Chinese

share with their colleagues in language teaching
teaching the
the responsibility
responsibility for
for
defining the teaching task that a complex
complex machine
machine such
such as
as aa language
language
laboratory must perform, and then preparing specifications for the
the
Too often
often we
we have
have been
been so
so far
far behind
behind in our teaching
manufacturer.
manufacturer. Too

techniques as to allow purchasing agents and salesmen to saddle us with
with
equipment that limits our
our teaching
teaching potential.
potential.
Overseas Language Centers
There are four centers for Chinese language instruction in Taiwan

they must
must be
be considered
considered
and Hong Kong that we make such broad use of that they
as national
national assets.
assets. They are:
are:
The Inter-University Center, directed from Stanford University,
1)
1)
the Taiwan Language Institute, directed by a group of representatives
representatives
2)
2)
from
missionary groups,
groups,
from Protestant missionary
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directed by
by aa group
group of
of Jesuits,
Jesuits, and
and
the Chabanal Language Institute, directed
3)
3)

4)
4) The New Asia Yale-in-China Language Center in Hong Kong, affiliated
with both
both New
New Asia
Asia College,
College,and
andYale
Yale-in-China.
with
-in- China.
All of these institutions train their awn teachers, and prepare a variety
of specialized
specialized materials
materials for
for the
the use
use of
of their,
their,own
awnstudents.
students. They offer
the invaluable experience of regular formal language instruction conducted
in Chinese surroundings.
surroundings.
American universities send students to one or more of these
institutions, but transporting a student
institutions,
student (and
(and sometimes
sometimes his
his or
or her
her family)
family)

to one of these institutions, and maintaining him there for the length of
time necessary for acculturation so that the student can begin to learn
Chinese productively
productively is
is an
an expensive
expensive undertaking.
undertaking. This opportunity is
is
student, but
but sponsorship
sponsorship is
is usually
usually
rarely available to the unsponsored student,
demonstrated
reserved only for the committed graduate student who has demonstrated

that he has the ability to learn Chinese and has at the same time
time proven
proven
his competence in an academic
academic discipline.
discipline.

These institutions are staffed by full and part-time language teachers
little less
less skillful
skillful as
as
who are usually a little less well-valiried and a little
There are
are two
two reasons
reasons for this
teachers than
than their
their colleagues
colleagues in
in America.
America. There
lower level of
lower
of skill:
skill:

1)
1) The best of these teachers are regularly invited to take up teaching
We skim
skim the cream.
posts in
posts
in America.
America. We
cream.

2)
2) The teachers in the Orient are out (1 touch with advances in teaching
technology.
technology.
A situation is developing in which teachers with a lower level of
skills are working with our most promising students at a time
time when
when the
the
students have their most significant exposure to Chinese culture.
We do ourselves a permanent disservice by not helping to upgrade the
staffs of these overseas institutions on which we depend both for future
staffs
Enlightened selfstaffing needs
needs and
and present
present teaching
teaching capabilities.
capabilities. Enlightened

interest requires that we encourage temporary interchange of teaching
personnel so as to help the teachers in overseas institutions
institutions to
to greater
greater
competence.
competence.
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SELECTED LIST OF MATERIALS
FOR CHINESE
1.
1.
Tewksbury,
Tewksbury, M.
(Mirror Series
Series A-1) New Haven:
ML Gardner.
Gardner. Speak
Speak Chinese.
Chinese. (Mirror
Haven:

Tapes from IFEL; 11 tapes,
Yale University,
University, 1948.
1948. xvi,
xvi, 189
189 pp.
pp. $3.00.
$3.00. Tapes
tapes,
Supplement -- Revision
Revision of
$55.
of Lessons
Lessons 1-6.
1-6. $40.
$55. Supplement
$40.

(The basic
basic patterns
patterns of
of Peking
Peking colloquial speech are systematically
(The

presented with abundant illustrative sentences and dialogues within a
vocabulary of
vocabulary
of 500
500 words.
words. The
The stress
stress on
on model
model sentences
sentences is further

enhanced by generalized
generalized structural
structural patterns
patterns and
and grammatical
grammaticalnotes.
notes. A
teachers' manual
manual has
has been
been
complete revision with students' workbook and teachers'
completed.)
item 27.]
27.]
[For this
this revision,
revision, see item
completed.) [For

2.
2.
Hockett, Charles
Charles F.
F. Progressive
Progressive Exercises
Exercises in
in Chinese
Chinese Pronunciation.
57 pp.
pp.
(Mirror
(Mirror Series
Series A-2)
A-2) New
New Haven:
Haven: Yale University,
University, IFEL,
IFEL, 1951.
1951. 57
$1.25. Tapes
Tapes from
from IFEL.
IFEL.
$1.25.
(Explanation
(Explanation of
of the
the pronunciation
pronunciation of
of romanized
romanized Chinese, and the tonal

system, with extensive drill exercises.)
exercises.)
Wang, Fred.
Fred. Chinese
Dialogues. (Mirror
Haven:
Chinese Dialogues.
3.
A-5) New Haven:
3.
Wang,
(Mirror Series
Series A-5)
Yale University,
University, IFEL,
IFEL,1953.
1953. 385
pp. '4.00.
'4.00. Tapes
IFEL.
Yale
385 pp.
Tapes from IFEL.
(This
(This series
series of
of dialogues
dialogues in
in daily
daily life
life situations
situations reviews in new settings
the basic patterns of speech met in Speak Chinese and extends
extends their
their use.
use.
-word vocabulary
vocabulary of
of Speak
Speak Chinese
Chinese is
is assumed,
assumed, and
and 800 new words
The 500
500-word

are added.)
added.)
(Mirror Series
Series A-17)
Charles. AA Sketch
Geography. (Mirror
A-17)
Sketch of
of Chinese
Chinese Geography.
Chu,
Chu, Charles.
4.
4.
(Reader)
Yale University,
University, IFEL,
New
Haven: Yale
IFEL,1954.
1954. 218 pp.
pp. $3.00.
$3.00. (Reader)
New Haven:

(The
(The physiography
physiography and
and economy
economy of
of China
China are treated in simple conversational
style, providing materials for classroom conversation at a more advanced
level than Chinese Dialogues, and introducing an additional vocabulary of
700 words and many common place names.)
names.)
Chih,
Yu-Ju. A Primer of
of Newspaper
Newspaper Chinese.
A-12)
Chinese. Mirror
Chih, Yu-Ju.
Mirror Series
Series A-12)
5.
5.
Tapes from
from
$3.00. Tapes
New
Haven: Yale University,
University,IFEL,
IFEL,1957.
1957. 219
219 pp.
pp. $3.00.
New Haven:
(Reader)
IFEL.
24 lessons.
lessons. (Reader)
IFEL. 24

(These
(These two
two volumes
volumes of
of annotated
annotated selections
selections from
from Chinese
Chinese newspaper
newspaper materials
materials
provide a graduated
graduated approach
approach to
to reading
reading the
the undiluted
undiluted newspaper.
newspaper. Selections
illustrate the traditional style and the more colloquial style now used on
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Eqc
Eqc

the mainland.)
mainland.)
B-32)
(Mirror Series B-32)
Newta619s
Readings. (Mirror
er Readings.
Chih, Yu-Ju.
Yu-Ju. Advanced N7lova
6.
6.
(Reader)
pp. $3.00 (Reader)
IFEL, 1960.
1960. 161 pp.
New Haven:
Haven: Yale University, IFEL,
Haven:
A-4) New Haven:
(Mirror Series A-4)
Chinese, Book
Book I.
I. (Mirror
Wang, Fred.
Fred. Read Chinese,
7.
7.
Tapes from
from IFEL.
IFEL.
$3.50. Tapes
Yale
University,IFEL,
IFEL,1953.
1953. 221
221 pp.
pp. $3.50.
Yale University,
(Covers
(Covers the
the first
first 300
300 characters,
characters, using
using them
them first
first in
in sentences
sentences and
and then
then
in stories for assimilative
assimilative reading.)
reading.)
FLASH CARDS to aid in the learning
learning of
of the
the first
first 300
300 characters.
characters. 2x2
2x2 inches.
inches.
$1.00.
$1.00.
Read Chinese,
Chinese, Book
Chang,
Richard. Read
Book II.
II. (Mirror
A-24)
(Mirror Series
Series A-24)
Chang, Richard.
8.
8.

Tapes
New Haven:
Haven: Yale University,
University,IFEL,
IFEL,1958.
1958. 223
223pp.
pp. $3.00.
$3.00. Tapes
from IFEL.
from
IFEL.
(300
(300 additional
additional characters,
characters, to
to aa total
total of 600, are worked into narrative

reading materials.)
materials.)
(Mirror
Read Chinese,
Chinese, Book
Wang,
Fred and
and Richard
RichardChang.
Chang. Read
Book III.
III. (Mirror
Wang, Fred
9.
9.
242 pp.
pp.
Series
B-3) New
YaleUniversity,
University, IFEL,
IFEL, 1961.
1961. 242
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
Series B-3)

(Reader)
$3.00.
from IFEL.
IFEL. (Reader)
Tapes from
$3.00. Tapes

(400 more
more characters,
characters, to
to aa grand
grand total of 1000 including expository as
(400

narrative selections.)
selections.)
well as narrative
(Mirror Series
Wang, Fred.
Fred. The
in the
the Painting.
Painting. (Mirror
Series A-23)
A-23) New
The Lady in
10.
10.
Wang,
(Reader)
Haven:
IFEL,1957.
1957. 88
88 pp.
pp. $1.50.
$1.50. (Reader)
Yale University,
University, IFEL,
Haven: Yale

Tapes from
from IFEL.
IFEL.
(A
(A well-known
well-known folktale
folktale has
has been
been retold
retold within
within the narrow limits of a
following the
the
300-character vocabulary, to be used after Lesson 15 or following
48-line drawings
drawings illustrate the
completion of
of Read
Read Chinese,
Chinese, Book
Book I.
I. 48-line

story.)
story.)
New Haven:
Readings
on Chinese
Chinese Culture.
Culture. (Mirror
Series B-10)
B-10) New
Haven:
(Mirror Series
Readings on
11.
11.
Yale University,
University,IFEL,
IFEL,1963.
1963. 117
117pp.
pp. $2.00.
$2.00.
Yale

(Reader)
(Reader)
Twelve lectures
follow Read
Read Chinese,
Chinese, Book
BookIII.
III. Twelve
(A supplementary
supplementary reader to follow
(A
on the Chinese social structure, language and linguistics, economics,
economics,

government and politics, history and
and literature.)
literature.)
New Haven:
Haven:
(Mirror Series
Series A-16)
Lee,
Pao-chen. Read
about China.
China. (Mirror
A-16) New
Read about
Lee, Pao-chen.
12.
12.
Tapes from
from IFEL.
$3.00. Tapes
Yale University,
University,IFEL,
IFEL,1958.
1958. 162
162 pp.
pp. $3.00.
IFEL.

(Reader)
(Reader)
(A
(A supplementary
supplementary reader
reader at
at the
the 600-character
600-character level,
level, describing
describing Chinese
culture and
and customs.)
customs.)
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13.
13.
Fenn, Henry
Fenn,
Henry C.
C. AA Sketch
Chinese History.
History. (Mirror
A-10)
Sketch of Chinese
(Mirror Series
Series A-10)

Yale University,
New
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
University,IFEL,
IFEL,1952.
1952. 183
183pp.
pp. $3.00.
$3.00.

(History)
(History)

(This
(This elementary
elementary narrative
narrative of
of China's
China's story from early times to the 19th
introduce the
the social
social studies
studies vocabulary
vocabulary needed
needed to
to
century is planned to introduce

begin talking about
about current
current events.)
events.)
13a. Fenn,
Fenn, Henry
Henry C.C. AA Sketch of
of Chinese
Chinese History.
History. (Mirror
A-11)
(Mirror Series
Series A-11)
New
Haven: Yale University,
University,IFEL,
IFEL,1952.
1952. 99
99 pp.
pp. $1.50.
$1.50. (History)
New Haven:
(History)
(A
(A.transcription
transcriptionof
of the
the text
text of
of A-10
A-10 into
into characters,
characters, prepared for
for
supplementary reading at the 1000-character
1000-character level.)
level.)
14.
14.
Huang, Parker,
Parker, et
et al.
al. Twenty
Twenty Lessons
Lessons in
in Chinese Culture.
Culture.

enco,
(TLCC),

Yale University,
University, 1967.
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
2 volumes.
volumes. New
1967. 304
each,
304 pp.;
pp.; 400
400 pp.
pp. each,

cloth $6.00; papercover
papercover $2.75.
$2.75.
Test and
and vocabulary
vocabulary in
in romanized
romanized and character versions.
Vol.
1: Test
versions.
Vol. 1:

Vol.
2: Supplementary
drills.
Supplementary exercises
exercises and drills.
Vol. 2:
The following six listings are reference materials in the Yale Series.
Series.
Chinese Newspaper
Newspaper Manual.
Li, Tien-yi,
Tien-yi, ed.
ed. Chinese
Manual. (Mirror
(Mirror Series
Series A-15)
A-15)
15.
15.
Yale University,
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
University,1963.
1963. 270
270 pp.
pp. $3.50.
New
$3.50.

(Newspapers)
(Newspapers)

(A
published in
in 1953.
1953.
(A.completely
completelyrevised
revised edition
edition of
of the
the original
original version published
The most important new feature is that all the Chinese items to be included
included
in the
the book appear first of all in a general list or glossary arranged
in

according to a convenient system of
of stroke
stroke counting
counting and
and stroke
stroke order.)
order.)
16.
Fenn, Henry C.,
C., ed.
Chinese Characters
Characters Easily
ed. Chinese
Easily Confused.
Confused. (Mirror
16.
(Mirror
Series A-18)
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
Yale University,
University, IFEL,
Series
A-18) New
IFEL, 1953.
1953. 84
84 pp.
pp. $1.25.
$1.25.

(Writing
(Writing system)
system)
(Characters
(Characters which
which appear
appear similar
similar to
to the
the beginner
beginner are
are so
so grouped
grouped that
that they
they
may be easily compared
compared and
and distinctions
distinctions noted.)
noted.)

17.
Wang, Fred.
17.
Wang,
Fred. Introduction
Introduction to
to Chinese Cursive
Cursive Script.
Script. (Mirror
(Mirror Series
Series
$5.00
New Haven:
Haven: Yale University,
A-28)
A-28) New
University, IFEL,
IFEL,1958.
1958. 270
270 pp.
pp. $5.00
('Writing
('Writing system)
system)

(The
(The first
first 300
300 characters
characters introduced
introduced in
in Read
Read Chinese,
Chinese, written
written in
in cursive
cursive
form, have been analyzed and presented systematically to teach the student
Two-color process
an approach which
which he
he may
may apply
apply to
to other
other characters.
characters. Two-color

the key
key components
components of
of aa cursive
cursive character
character stand
standout.
out. Flash cards
makes the
are available to accompany this text, giving the standard form on one side
of the card and the cursive
cursive on
on the
the other.)
other.)
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18.
18.
Huang, Po-fei,
Huang,
Po-fei, ed.
ed. Vocabulary
Spoken Chinese.
Chinese. (Mirror
Vocabulary of Spoken
Series
(Mirror Series

A-19)
A-19)

Haven: Yale
New
IFEL, 1954.
1954. 347
pp. $4.00.
New Haven:
University, IFEL,
Yale University,
347 pp.
$4.00.

(Dictionary)
(Dictionary)

(English-Chinese
of approximately
approximately 5000
5000 words;
words; Chinese-English
(English-Chinese vocabulary of
Chinese-English
vocabulary of
of approximately
approximately 4000
4000 terms.
terms. Characters
Characters are given for
identification purposes in the Chinese-English
Chinese-English section.)
section.)
Dictionary of
19.
19.
Dictionary
of Spoken
Spoken Chinese.
Chinese. (Yale
Series, 8)
8) New
Linguistic Series,
(Yale Linguistic
Haven:
New Haven:

Yale University
$15.00. (Dictionary)
Yale
UniversityPress,
Press,1965.
1965. 1108
1108 pp.
pp. $15.00.
(Dictionary)
of Far Eastern Languages under
Institute of
Yale's Institute
of Yale's
staff of
the staff
by the
(Compiled
(Compiled by

a contract with
with the
the U.
U. S.
S. Office of Education, this new dictionary is a
a
lexical and grammatical guide to the modern Chinese
Chinese spoken
spoken

it
stresses identification of the grammatical and syntactic functions
functions of
of the
the
sentencewords listed, which it indicates both with identifying symbols and sentence
sentencelength examples.
features, and thanks to its coverage
examples. Because
these features,
of these
Because of
coverage
of the modern spoken language, it will be aa major
major tool
tool for
for advancing
advancing the
the
learning of Chinese
Chinese in
in this
this country.
country. It
10,000 entries,
entries,
include some 10,000
will include
It will
with examples of usage, and will be the first such aid published since

the smaller War Department dictionary of 1945,
1945, of
of which
which it
it is
is the
the
authorized revision
revision and
and expansion.
expansion. Entries
romanization and
both romanization
include both
Entries include
Chinese characters, making it possible for the
the work
work to
to serve
serve the
the student
student
Yale romanization
The Yale
into his
his study
study of
of written
written colloquial
colloquial texts.
texts. The
well into

of Chinese is used with cross-reference making it possible also
also to
to locate
locate
[Other
forms
using the
the official
official Mainland
Mainland romanization.)
romanization.) [Other
forms directly using

reference works are added at the end of the textbook
textbook listings]
listings]
(20a) Mandarin
Text.
Chao,
Y. R.
R. (20a)
(20b) Character
Primer and (20b)
Character Text.
Chao, Y.
Mandarin Primer
20.
20.

Cambridge:
University Press,
Press,1957.
1957. 22 vols.
vols. $10.00.
Harvard University
$10.00.
Cambridge: Harvard
(Reader)
(Reader)
from
same author:
author: Readings
Chinese. Recordings
Recordings from
Readings in Spoken
(Planned
the same
Spoken Chinese.
(Planned by the
Linguaphone.)
Linguaphone.)
Mandarin Primer.
Primer. Cambridge:
Cambridge: Harvard
for Mandarin
Harvard
Syllabus, for
Pian,
Plan,
Rulan C.
C. AA,Syllabus
Pian, Rulan
21.
21.
$2.00.
University
Press, 196/.
196/. $2.00.
University Press,
Series, 1)
Chinese. (Yale
Begianing
Begigning Chinese.
Linguistic Series,
(YaleLinguistic
23.
ed. Beginning
1)
DeFrancis, John, ed.
23. DeFrancis,

$6.00;
Cloth, $6.00;
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
1963. xxi,
xxi, 498
498 pp.
pp. Cloth,
University Press, 1963.
Yale University

paper, $2.75.
$2.75.
use at
for use
designed for
dialect) designed
(Peking dialect)
Chinese (Peking
(An
spoken Chinese
to spoken
introduction to
(An introduction
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both the
the high
high school
school and
and college
college levels.
levels. An
the
both
extensive section on the
An extensive
sounds of Chinese is followed by aa series
series of twenty-four lessons, some
to review.
review.
devoted
devoted to

Based
items, the lessons
600 items,
about 600
of about
vocabulary of
on aa vocabulary
Based on

include dialogues, a great variety of drill material on
pronunciation and
on pronunciation
and extensive
extensive notes
notes and
and explanations.
explanations. The
grammar, and
material is
Chinese material
The Chinese

given in the pinyin romanization, with an
introduction to Chinese
an introduction
in lessons
lessons 25-26.
25-26. Appendices
characters
characters in
include aa comparative transcription
Appendices include

table
supplementary vocabulary,
vocabulary, aa study
study guide,
guide,
table (pinyin, Yale, Wade-Giles) supplementary
a glossary, and
and an
an index.)
index.)
23a.
Beginning
John. Character
Chinese. New Haven:
DeFrancis, John.
Beginnin& Chinese.
for Beginnin&
23a. DeFrancis,
Text for
Haven:
Character Text
1964.
Published
Press, 1964.
Published fir Seton Hall University by Yale University Press,

436
pp. Cloth,
$2.75.
paper, $2.75.
$6.00; paper,
Cloth, $6.00;
436 pp.
Chinese (Yale Linguistic
(A
Linguistic
Beginning Chinese
author's Beginning
the author's
of the
versionof
characterversion
(A.character

Series,
the pinyin
pinyin romanization.
romanization.
Series, 1), which presents the same material in the
The
The text contains 494 characters, from nineteen to thirty-three characters
characters
each lesson are first
in each
per lesson.
lesson. The
occurring in
characters occurring
new characters
The new
presented in
in large
large size,
size, then
then in
in smaller
smaller size.
size. Also
presented
included are a stroke
Also included

order chart and other summary charts
charts of
of ''haracters.)
haracters.)
DeFrancis, John.
John.
John. Beginning
Chinese Reader.
Reader. ;Yale
(Yale
23b.
Series)
Linguistic Series)
AsILIgia a4nes23b. DeFrancis,
(vela Linguistic
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
Press, 1966.
1966. Part
Part II,
II,
University Press,
Yale University
464 pp.; Part
I, 464
Part I,

569 pp.
pp. Cloth,
$2.75.
papercover, $2.75.
$6.00; papercover,
Cloth, $6.00;
Character Text
and Character
Chinese and
Beginning Chinese
[Closely
author's Beginning
the author's
with the
Text
correlated with
[Closely correlated

for
which not
not
new approach
approach which
Beginning Chinese, this reader is based on a new
for Beginning
only
into account
account the
the advantages of the oral-aural
oral-aural method
method but
but gets
tykes into
only tykes
quickly into material that
he is
is likely
likely to encounter in
the
that he
student more quickly
the student

actual written
written Chinese.
Chinese. Unique
compounds
are the emphasis on compounds
features are
Unique features
extensive use
use in
in various
varioustypes
typesofofexercises.
exercises. The 1,200
and their
their extensive
combinations
characte7s; in all, the
the book
book contains
contains 120,000
120,000
based on 403 characters;
are based
combinations are
of running
running text.
text. Exercises
characters
sentences with
illustrative sentences
characters of
include illustrative
Exercises include
English
dialogues;
narratives, typical everyday reading
dialogues, narratives,
translations, dialogues,
English translations,
literaryworks.
works. There are
matter,
brief passages
passages from
from outstanding
outstanding literary
matter, and brief

supplementary
lessons in simplified
simplified characters;
characters; summary charts, in which
supplementary lessons
the
arranged by lesson, number of strokes, and radical; and
are arranged
characters are
the characters
a complete pinyin
pinyin index.]
index.]
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24. DeFrancis,
24.
assistance of
of Teng
Teng Chia-yee.
Chia-yee. Intermediate
DeFrancis, John
John with
with the assistance
Intermediate

Chinese. (`Zale
Chinese.
Series,7).
7). New
New Haven:
Haven: Yale
(`Zale Linguistic
Linguistic Series,
Yale University
University
Press,
Press, 1964.
1964. xii,
$2.75.
xii, 542
542 pp. Cloth,
Cloth, $6.00;
$6.00; paper,
paper, $2.75.

(A
the author's
author's Beginning
Beginning Chinese.
Chinese. This
its
(A continuation
continuation of the
This volume,
volume, like
like its
predecessor, deals with spoken Chinese and is intended for use
both the
the
use at
at both
high school
school and
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